


Clemence Ellery sets its sight with a launch collection featuring The Bloom Twins & 

photographer David Roemer.

Produced by Kelly Cutrone, People’s Revolution, the campaign features the Ukrainian-born 

and London-based DJ/ pop sensations and sisters Anna and Sonya Kuprienko, aka the Bloom 

Twins. The duo recently walked for designer Alessandro Michele’s Gucci Spring/Summer 23 

Twinsburg collection in Milan.  The “ Seeing Double” campaign features stand-out design 

pieces from three distinct Collections:  Oceanic Highway, Communique, and Maquia.  The 

campaign was styled by Sandy Armeni with Make-up by Kabuki, Hair by Gonn Kinoshita, and 

nails by Gina Oh.

The “ Seeing Double” campaign features stand-out design pieces from three distinct 

Collections: Oceanic Highway, Communique, and Emerald City.



The Oceanic Highway is inspired by the unparalleled power, mystery, and sound of the oceans and the 

promise of adventure on a new and open road. Drawing upon the metaphor, this collection expresses a 

woman’s bold and ingenious spirit. 

Delicate treasures of the ocean; Pearls, is reinvented with a contrasting edgy design with bold colors 

and black gold - a mysterious metal, adding  a touch of darkness and intriguing fluidity that moves its 

wearer. 

OCEANIC HIGHWAY





Highly sought after for its vivid turquoise color, the 2.66 carats 

of perfectly cut Lagoon Tourmaline sits gracefully in a love knot 

bound in pavé diamonds and strung with the highest quality 

cream South Sea Pearls.

LAGOON SIREN PEARL CHOKER OCEANIC HIGHWAY





A juxtaposition, ‘Yin - Yang’, elegant pearls contrast with 

dauntless cuban chain. This necklace is handmade from 18K 

blackened gold with South Sea Pearls and interlocking cuban 

links on each side with a statement ‘gauntlet-like’ diamond 

bezel set Bombe pearl pendant.

BOMBÉ MEDIAN SOUTH SEA PEARL NECKLACE



A tribute for The Collectors, The Treasure-Hunters, women with divine taste and persona who 

will not settle for anything less.  Each piece in this special curated segment has a story to tell 

behind it. From the origin of the stones, to the meticulous process from design to production 

which made it not possible to recreate an exact same piece. 

Powerful like a poetry in motion. Each jewelry goes through painstaking hand-made process.

A creation, more than just valuable possession, a one-of-a-kind.

SAVOIR FAIRE







BYZANTINE EMERALD EARRINGS

Crafted from 18-karat gold, these one-of-a-kind earrings are intricately set with 

sparkling diamonds and vivid emeralds that surround a beautiful cushion-cut 

Colombian Emerald. 



The Communique collection pushes the boundaries of heritage and heirlooms with its sleek and 

uncompromising modern design. Made for women of understated-elegance and quiet luxury, subtle 

yet distinct like the smell of grass after the rain. 

Communique collection features rings, bangles, earrings and palm cuff that can be worn versatility.  

Stacked or layered, it’s silhouette changes from elegance to a more dramatic look.

COMMUNIQUE





Designed with 18k gold, the earrings have a hoop silhouette 

paved with cluster baguettes and round diamonds.

MIRROR HOOP EARRINGS COMMUNIQUE



The signature paves palm cuff - is the epitome of sleek elegance 

as diamonds slink and wrap around the palm and back of the 

hand, laying down new lines of promise and passion.

DIAMOND PALM CUFF & MIRROR STACKABLE RINGS COMMUNIQUE



Love is the most powerful in the world. Love takes on many forms like numbers on a roulette 

wheel – each heart shape signifies different kinds of love: Romantic Love, Family Love, Self 

Love and even the love of serious fun. 

Our Love Roulette  collection serves to represent the woman who is beaming of love and 

knows her worth, comes in the form of rings, drop earrings, hoop earrings, pendants, 

necklaces, bracelets and cuffs. 

LOVE ROULETTE





LOVE ROULETTE NECKLACE

Unveiled in their radiance, the Love Roulette Tennis Necklace is crafted of bezel-set 

rainbow-tinted sapphires in a heart shaped pendant, this collar ‘Tennis’ necklace is 

stunning, sweet and majestic.
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